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NDIA GLOBAL EOD Conference & Exhibition
“Combating Terrorist Use of Explosives”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Given on behalf of Col Rob Herring who unfortunately cannot be with us today,As please excuse the fact that you have the apprentice rather than the master.
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SCOPE

 Introduction to the NSO and NSA 
 Military Committee Land Standardisation 

Board (MCLSB) Working Group (WG) 
Structures

 Development of NATOs C-IED Philosophy
 EOD WG priorities support to the current 
C-IED Fight     

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NSO – NATO Standardisation OrganisationNSA – NATO Standardisation Agency
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A very busy slide!  I would like to use it to explain the command and support relationships between various committees subordinate to    The North Atlantic Council in particular those involved with standardisation.   OrganizationThe NSO comprises the NATO Committee for Standardization (NCS) with it’s delegate level, the NCS Representatives (NCSREPs),the NATO Standardization Staff Group (NSSG) – harmonises standardization policies and coordinate standardisation activities.And the NATO Standardization Agency (NSA).In addition to the NCS, several other Tasking Authorities (TAs) take part in NSO activity in different fields of standardization. These are:• Senior Civil Emergency Planning Committee (SCEPC)• Senior National Logisticians’ Conference (SNLC)• NATO Pipeline Committee (NPC)• NATO Air Defence Committee (NADC)• NATO Air Traffic Management Committee (NATMC)• Military Committee (MC)• Conference of National Armament Directors (CNAD)• NATO consultation, Command and control Board (NC3B)• Committee of the Chiefs of Military Medical Services (COMEDS)All of these committee are represented within the NSSG.Lets take a closer look at the NSA and its core function within NATO….. 
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NSA Standardisation & 
Interoperability  

 Why Standardisation?
To enhance the Alliance’s 
operational effectiveness

 Why Interoperability?
To allow forces and force 
partners to train, exercise 
and operate effectively 
together gaining the best 
results from resources used

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are NATO’s statements on the subject, I would add that standardisation is not a goal it is an enabler – we are after interoperability and standardisation is the key.
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NATO Standardisation 
Organisation (NSO)

Main Objectives
 Alliance authority on standardisation and 

the focus for alliance standardisation 
efforts

 Develop and maintain NATO 
standardisation policy

 Identify and address priority areas for 
standardisation 

 Contribute to standardisation requirements 
in NATO Force Planning

 Monitor the implementation of NATO 
Standards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Background  The NATO Standardization Organization (NSO) is the senior NATO body responsible for the harmonization and the co-ordination of all standardization activities of member nations, Strategic Commands, principal NATO Committees and NATO’spartner countries.Mission“The mission of the NSO is to enhance interoperability contributing to the ability of Alliance Forces to train, exerciseand operate effectively together, and when appropriate, with forces of Partners and other nations, through the harmonization and coordination of Alliance standardization efforts”. [C-M(2000)54dated 21 Aug 2000 refers]To deliver this effect you can see the main objectives of the NSO on this slide
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Aims of Standardisation

To Improve Cooperation
To Eliminate Duplication

& so achieve

Interoperability
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Aims of Standardisation

To Improve Cooperation
To Eliminate Duplication

& so achieve

Interoperability

Greater Flexibility Greater Operational 
Effectiveness

Shared Costs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If my ground power unit can plug into your aircraft, if your ammunition with fit my artillery, if we have the same search techniquesNone of this is new, and we have made great progress over the years, but interoperability needs to be worked on if it is to be maintained.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
NSA The NATO Standardization Agency is a single, integrated body set up by the North Atlantic Council composed of military and civilian staff responsible to the NATO Committee for Standardization NCS for the coordination of issues between all fields of standardization. As you can see there are six branches within the NSA most of which have related boards, associated working groups and panels responsible for standardization activities in their areas.The two main MCLSB Working Groups predominantly involved C-IED interoperability and standardisation development within NATO are the EOD WG and C-IED WG.(All MCLSB WGs for Reference are Artillery Working Group (ARTYWG), Low Level Ground Based Air Defence Panel (LLGBADP), Asset Tracking Working Group (ASTWG), Counter-Improvised Explosive Device Working Group (C-IEDWG), Combat Service Support Working Group (CSSWG), CSS WG - Land Forces Battlefield Maintenance Panel (BMP), CSS WG - Surface Movement and Transport Panel (M&TP), CSS WG - Information Exchange Requirements & Terminology Panel (IER&TP), CSS WG - Supply Panel (SP), Explosive Ordnance Disposal Interservice Working Group (EODWG), Helicopter Interservice Working Group (HISWG), HIS WG - Helicopter Under-Slung and Load Equipment Panel (HUSLE), Interservice Ammunition Working Group (I-AMMOWG), Military Engineering Working Group (MILENGWG), Land Operations Working Group (LOWG), LOWG - Senior Land Information Exchange Requirement Panel (SLIERP), LOWG - Military Police Panel (MPP), NATO Range Safety Working Group (NRSWG)) Lets take a closer look at how the NSA champions standardisation and Interoperability                   
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MCLSB EOD WG Structure

STANAG 2293 Team
Team Ldr: GBR

STANAG 2283 Team
Team Ldr: GBR

STANAG 2377 Team
Team Ldr: GBR

STANAG 2282 Team
Team Ldr: DEU

STANAG 2143 Team
Team Ldr: GBR

EOD Doctrine Policy &
Philosophy (DPP) Panel

Chairman: DEU

STUDY 2607
Team Ldr: GBR

CBRN Team
Team Ldr: BEL

Dev STANAG 2609

Lessons Learned Team
Team Ldr: ESP

STANAG 2884 Team
Team Ldr: GBR

STANAG 2391 Team
Team Ldr: GBR

STANAG 2370 Team
Team Ldr: GBR

STANAG 2369 Team
Team Ldr: USA

EOD Tactics Techniques, &
Procedures (TTP) Panel

Chairman:  GBR

EODTIC
Operations

STANAG 2834 Team
Team Ldr: GBR

EODTIC
Didgitization

EODTIC Team*

IER Team
Team Ldr: FRA

STANAG 2186 Team
Team Ldr: USA

EOD Info Tech Team
Team Ldr: USA

EOD Informtion
Panel (Info Panel)
Chairman: CAN

STANAG 2897 Team
Team Ldr: USA

Training & Proficiencies
Team

Tem Ldr: GBR
STANAG 2389

Terminology Team
Team Ldr: SVK/BEL

STUDY 2279

EOD Standardization
Panel (Standards Panel)

Chairman: USA

EOD WG

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The WG formally meets twice a year, usually in April and September.To achieve best effect the MCLSB EOD WG is broken down into four main panels:EOD Doctrine Policy and Philosophy Panel – Chaired by Germany EOD Tactics Techniques and Procedure Panel – Chaired by Great BritainEOD Information Panel – Chaired by CanadaEOD Standardisation Panel- Chaired by the United States Each STANAG is appointed a custodian who assisted by a team of no less than six other countries work together delivering the development and revision of each STANAG throughout its life cycle.To better understand this work along with priorities set for the EOD and C-IED WGs it is worth considering NATOs C-IED Philosophy    
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Countries Represented by NATO 
EOD WG Delegations    

Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada, Denmark, Estonia, 

France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Netherlands, 

Norway, ,Portugal, Slovakia, Spain, Poland

Romania, United Kingdom, United States, Turkey

Albania, Croatia

Czech Republic, Hungary, Iceland, 

Czech Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, 

Slovenia  

19 countries represented 
total NATO membership of 28 
independent countries   

9 member countries not 
represented in the NATO 
EOD WG

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The importance attached by NATO member nations to the  work conducted through the MCLSB EOD WG is self evident when we consider the number of national delegates within the WG structure.From a total alliance membership of 28 nations 19 countries are currently represented during WG meetings and are actively engaged in EOD related STANAG and AP developmental work.      

http://www.government.bg/fce/index.shtml?s=001&p=0023�
http://www.gc.ca/main_e.html�
http://www.czech.cz/�
http://www.denmark.dk/�
http://www.ekormanyzat.hu/english�
http://english.norge.no/�
http://poland.pl/�
http://www.firstgov.gov/�
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STANAG/AP Development

REVISION

IMPLEMENTATION

PROMULGATION

RATIFICATION

AAP-03/ AAP-52 / AAP-47

AAP-03 / AAP-47

AAP-03 / AAP-47

AAP-03 / AAP- 47

AAP-03

APPROVAL

STUDY DRAFT

VALIDATION 

TASK / PROPOSAL

AAP-03 / AAP-47

AAP-03

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The core tool used within NATO to enhance Interoperability is the Standardisation Agreement which may in turn lead to a subordinate Allied Publication (AP) or Allied Technical Publication (ATP) or  Allied Administrative Publication (AAP) AAP-03 covers the governance of constructing a Stanag. (Click slide)		The cycle from initial proposal through implementation and ongoing revision of a STANAG or AP is thus  (Click Slide)  with each stage supported by the following publications.   Validation: The NSA review the idea, checking for duplication of existing effort (for example, by another working group) and then it circulates a validation questionnaire to nations.  Next they decide Which Working Group should be allocated responsibility.Once a study has been created, the document is said to have entered the development phase and the first tangible product will be a STUDY DRAFT (STANAG) and the custodian would circulate that to nations for comment. Nations respond and the custodian continues to issue new study drafts until he considers the document stable enough to proceed with ratification. The custodian forwards the finished-product to the NSA for circulation to nations as a Ratification Draft. This is circulated to nations through their respective national staffs (general, naval, or air – or in the case of joint documents – to all three). The NSA is responsible for producing the document in the two official NATO languages, French and English. For a new STANAG, the ratification process would normally be about 6 months. For new issues of an existing STANAG, 3 months is the usual response time.Ratification:Although standardization is voluntary, ratification of a STANAG is considered to be a contract or agreement in which nations declare that they will abide by the provisions of the STANAG. Of course, an agreement can be changed and ratification can be amended at any time. A procedural or tactical STANAG will often be implemented through a national implementing document or by an AP and these will often have an ‘effective date’. Materiel STANAGs do not generally have an effective date but are to be observed when the nation next procures equipment.  A nation can therefore ratify a materiel STANAG, even if its current equipment does not comply; the nation only agrees that its re-equipment program will observe the STANAG. Promulgation: Policy and doctrinal publications, naturally, will be seeking unanimous agreement throughout the NATO membership, and this is especially true of doctrinal STANAGs. Tactical and Communications-related STANAGs often fall into this category as well. A Board may therefore agree to recommend such a STANAG for promulgation only if all members ratify. On the other hand, a materiel-based STANAG that has relevance to manufacturers in only a handful of nations may be suitable for promulgation with 10 or less signatories. Only the Director NSA has the authority to promulgate a STANAG and he will take the advice of the supervising board before doing so. Implementation is done by Official declaring of the original document for the use of national forces/ units/ capabilities or transferring of original document to national directive TA are responsible, but task the WG to review all STANAGs at least once every 3 years administratively and technically.The working group should make a recommendation either to leave the STANAG/AP as it is, to modify it in some way, or to cancel it.If the WG agrees that a revision only is editorial, there is no need for further ratification action. If the contents of the STANAG has changed re-ratification is needed.
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NATO C-IED Philosophy 

NATO C-IED Philosophy

Attack 
the 

Network

Defeat 
the 

Device

Prepare 
the 

Force

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NATOs C-IED Philosophy and subsequent Doctrine and Policy is founded on three core pillars:Attack the Networks, Defeat the Device, and Prepare the Force Attack the Networks	This strategy consists of actions and activities that go beyond the theatre of operations designed to disrupt the adversary’s IED event chain. It may require intervention and activity –  humanitarian and political - at global, international and national levels. Full success in this line of operation will prevent the IED from being emplaced  (ultimately by denying the supply of components, finance, leaders and recruits)   and detonated; if, however, a detonation does occur, activity in the information domain will prevent the adversary from fully capitalizing on the event.  Exploitation is vital in defeating the IED system and is an activity that should be continuous throughout the deployment both before and after an incident.  The intelligence gained by exploitation is fused with other intelligence feeds to provide a picture of adversary capabilities and intentions that permits the prediction of forthcoming IED activity.  This intelligence then informs the targeting process and allows for the defeat of the IED system, thus preventing the emplacement of the device, by the elimination of some or all of its node and linkage components.  It is very much everyone's business involving many more organisations than the traditionally perceived SME found within the ranks of national EOD trained personnel.Defeat the Device	This strategy deals with the device once it is emplaced.  Its employment necessarily makes the assumption that efforts to predict and prevent the emplacement have not been successful.  Nonetheless, measures taken here have an immediate effect and directly save lives.  Detecting the emplaced device and its associated components by visual, procedural or technical means will allow friendly force elements to avoid it.  Explosive ordnance disposal (EOD) forces, particularly specialist IED disposal (IEDD) teams, can then be deployed to neutralise the IED.  Should these efforts fail and the IED detonates, the effect can be mitigated by tactical means (such as maintaining spacing between force elements in order to reduce casualties) and by technical means (such as the use of armour).  Whether the device is detonated or not, the IED event can then be exploited to better understand IED threat modus operandi, device capabilities, and perpetrator relationships.  This permits the development of new tactical and technical solutions to detect and neutralise devices and to mitigate their effects.  It also informs the intelligence and targeting process against the elements of the IED system. Prepare the Force	Training and Education.   This strategy is concerned with ensuring that all individuals and units in the force have a thorough understanding of, and are appropriately trained in, C-IED doctrine and procedures to the level required by their operational role. Pre-Deployment Training.   Common C-IED training standards applied before deployments will ensure that forces from NATO and Partner nations possess the basic knowledge and skills to successfully conduct combined joint operations in a high-threat IED environment. In-Theatre Training.   Training for C-IED in the context of the specific IED threat within a specific operational theatre remains, as for pre-deployment training, a national responsibility. Host Nation (HN) Training.   In those operations where NATO forces are operating in concert with or in support of a HN's military, it is likely to be necessary to prepare the HN to take on the C-IED role throughout their country. Tactics, Techniques and Procedures.  TTPs play a fundamentally important role in the business of detecting emplaced IEDs and are developed as the output from the LL process. All manoeuvre forces must be familiar with the appropriate TTPs for detecting IEDs, as well as with the specialist elements that are available to support them and how to task them.    
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NATO C-IED Philosophy 

NATO C-IED Philosophy

Attack 
the 

Network

Defeat 
the 

Device

Prepare 
the 

Force

EOD WG

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NATOs C-IED Philosophy and subsequent Doctrine and Policy is founded on three core pillars:Attack the Networks, Defeat the Device, and Prepare the Force Attack the Networks	This strategy consists of actions and activities that go beyond the theatre of operations designed to disrupt the adversary’s IED event chain. It may require intervention and activity –  humanitarian and political - at global, international and national levels. Full success in this line of operation will prevent the IED from being emplaced  (ultimately by denying the supply of components, finance, leaders and recruits)   and detonated; if, however, a detonation does occur, activity in the information domain will prevent the adversary from fully capitalizing on the event.  Exploitation is vital in defeating the IED system and is an activity that should be continuous throughout the deployment both before and after an incident.  The intelligence gained by exploitation is fused with other intelligence feeds to provide a picture of adversary capabilities and intentions that permits the prediction of forthcoming IED activity.  This intelligence then informs the targeting process and allows for the defeat of the IED system, thus preventing the emplacement of the device, by the elimination of some or all of its node and linkage components.  It is very much everyone's business involving many more organisations than the traditionally perceived SME found within the ranks of national EOD trained personnel.Defeat the Device	This strategy deals with the device once it is emplaced.  Its employment necessarily makes the assumption that efforts to predict and prevent the emplacement have not been successful.  Nonetheless, measures taken here have an immediate effect and directly save lives.  Detecting the emplaced device and its associated components by visual, procedural or technical means will allow friendly force elements to avoid it.  Explosive ordnance disposal (EOD) forces, particularly specialist IED disposal (IEDD) teams, can then be deployed to neutralise the IED.  Should these efforts fail and the IED detonates, the effect can be mitigated by tactical means (such as maintaining spacing between force elements in order to reduce casualties) and by technical means (such as the use of armour).  Whether the device is detonated or not, the IED event can then be exploited to better understand IED threat modus operandi, device capabilities, and perpetrator relationships.  This permits the development of new tactical and technical solutions to detect and neutralise devices and to mitigate their effects.  It also informs the intelligence and targeting process against the elements of the IED system. Prepare the Force	Training and Education.   This strategy is concerned with ensuring that all individuals and units in the force have a thorough understanding of, and are appropriately trained in, C-IED doctrine and procedures to the level required by their operational role. Pre-Deployment Training.   Common C-IED training standards applied before deployments will ensure that forces from NATO and Partner nations possess the basic knowledge and skills to successfully conduct combined joint operations in a high-threat IED environment. In-Theatre Training.   Training for C-IED in the context of the specific IED threat within a specific operational theatre remains, as for pre-deployment training, a national responsibility. Host Nation (HN) Training.   In those operations where NATO forces are operating in concert with or in support of a HN's military, it is likely to be necessary to prepare the HN to take on the C-IED role throughout their country. Tactics, Techniques and Procedures.  TTPs play a fundamentally important role in the business of detecting emplaced IEDs and are developed as the output from the LL process. All manoeuvre forces must be familiar with the appropriate TTPs for detecting IEDs, as well as with the specialist elements that are available to support them and how to task them.    
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EOD WG Priorities 

 Explosive Ordnance Disposal Technical 
Information Centre - EODTIC
 Digitisation
 Transformation 
 Extended Membership  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The EODTIC is an exceptionally useful resource available to all NATO members who wish to join.  The facility is a repository of EOD technical information available to operators deployed world wide to assist in the identification and render safe procedures for UXO.  It is contactable available 24 hours a day through out the year.The details for EODTIC are contained in STANAG 2834 The Operation of the Explosive Ordnance Disposal Technical Information Centre.Current Goals for the WG are Complete the digitisation process and increase speed of information accessEstablish a smooth transformation as the current facility is relocated within the from Lodge Hill Camp In Kent to Bicester in Oxford in 2012Increase the current membership from 14 countries by actively advertising the benefits of membership to the remaining members of NATO.        
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STANAG 2293 Military Search

 STANAG 2293 Military Search 
Techniques and Procedures –
ATP-73 Vol 2

 Completed draft process 
agreed to move to ratification 
draft 1 at the NATO EOD WG 
12 – 16 Apr 2010

 Provides a sound publication 
for interoperability and 
capability development for 
nations looking to grow their 
own Search capability   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduction Search is a key operational capability with a wide utility across the spectrum of operations in combating conventional and non-conventional threats.  In current times, the need for an effective search capability is clear.  In the arena of IEDD, then finding the device, and particular its initiator mechanisms is the first step in rendering safe. Search is the capability to locate specific targets using intelligence assessments, systematic procedures and appropriate detection techniques.ATP- 73 has been produced to meet an urgent requirement to Standardise and improve Allied Interoperability for Military Search TTPs in the CoE, the contemporary operating environment.  Produced by the UK drawing on extensive historical and current C-IED Search experience it address the following areas: - Next slide    
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Military Search - Objectives

Offensive
• Gain Intelligence

•Deny Resources & Opportunity

•Secure material of possible Evidential Value

Defensive
•Force Protection

•Protection of Pre-planned Events

•Protection of Critical Infrastructure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Search ObjectivesSearch is a key enabler,  search can be broken down into two distinct elements; Offensive and Defensive.Offensive  The three key objectives of Offensive Search are:1.	Gain Intelligence.  Information gathered on Search operations is often a rich source of intelligence.  (The blending of information from all Search operations in a particular theatre assists in the build-up of an intelligence picture.  The combination of Search information with other intelligence is conducted by ISTAR agencies within formation HQs.  As the intelligence picture develops, opportunities will arise at all stages to mount further Search operations).2.	Deny Resources and Opportunity.  Discovering and denying an enemy their weapons and explosives, restricts their freedom to manoeuvre and mount attacks.  (This, in turn, ensures local commanders can maintain the initiative and control their operational environment).3.	Secure Material of possible Evidential Value.  Forces engaged in operations must act and be seen to act in accordance with international and national legal frameworks.  (Thus documentation, material handling and forensic awareness must adhere (where tactically viable) to identified best practice in order to assist any subsequent prosecution.)DefensiveThe objective of Defensive Search is to protect potential targets.  It has three main applications:1.	Force Protection.  Search provides force protection to deployed forces maintaining freedom of action and movement as well as protecting force locations.2.	Protection of Pre-Planned Events.  Search will provide security for VIP potential targets in advance of pre-planned events.  Advanced Search (AS) assets are typically utilised to provide the enhanced level of assurance required.3.	Protection of Critical Infrastructure.  Search can be utilised to protect critical military, governmental, industrial and civil infrastructure within the theatre of operation.ATP-73 provides a framework for those nations with a mature Search capability to work together with greater cohesion and an excellent base for  those nation who wish to develop a Search capability able to operated in a Joint and Multinational deployment.      
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STUDY 2607 Electronic Warfare (EW) Support to 
Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD)

 Urgent requirement to improve 
Alliance understanding of ECM 
both FP and EOD on multinational 
Deployed Operations 

 Study Draft V2 agreed at last 
EOD WG meeting 12 -16 Apr 
2010

 Linked to UK development of a 
NATO EOD ECM Advisors 
Course        

ECM Mastiff

Balter

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ECM or EW capability is variable across the NATO community and putting aside equipment challenges procedurally we are not we harmonised.  Effective EW is a key life-saver in the High Threat EOD domain and it is essential that this capability is developed for the CoE as a matter of priorityIntroductionThe purpose of this document is to establish a common understanding and framework for Electronic Warfare (EW) support to Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) on multi-national operations.During Counter-Insurgency or Counter-Terrorist operations, the adversary is often unable or unwilling to directly engage Friendly Forces using conventional military methods.  Therefore, the adversary may use Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs) are part of asymmetric warfare to remove themselves from a direct engagement with FF.  For an asymmetric force, such as the Taliban, the use of a Radio Controlled IED (RCIED) is an attractive proposition as it requires no physical link between device and the trigger allowing the insurgent to remain remote from the device yet still be able to determine the optimal moment of initiation. EW support to EOD can be broken down into two capabilities, which for the context of this STANAG can be described as follows:1.	ECM.  During an EOD task ECM may be used to enhance force protection for the EOD team.  This is achieved by inhibiting recognised threat RCIEDs and preventing those devices from functioning.2.	Electronic Support Measures (ESM).  During an EOD task ESM may be used to enhance the situational awareness of an EOD team.  This is achieved by detecting radio frequency (RF) emissions in the vicinity of an EOD task. STANAG 2607 when ratified will provide a vital document to facilitate cohesion between nations using EOD ECM Equipments and TTPs on Joint Multinational Operations.  The UK are currently developing an NATO EOD ECM Advisors Course (most likely delivered at DEMSS North) to teach the skills and procedures set out in STANAG 2607 to NATO colleagues, The first course is planned to run during the second half of 2010. Such is the importance of achieving this capability on a multi-national front, this Study is being fast-tracked toward STANAG status and furthermore the UK hosted an SME EW working group last February and we continue to drive this toward ratification. 
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STANAG 2370 Principles of Improvised Device 
Disposal – AEODP-3

 Ratification Drafts of Vol 1 
(EOD Staff Officers Guide) 
and Vol 2 (EOD Operators 
Guide) submitted to nations 
for response by 4 Jun 10

 Following ratification, work will 
begin on SD Ed 3 of STANAG 
2370 to harmonise documents 
across WGs relating to C-IED 
activity  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Aim of this STANAG is to highlight considerations and provide interservice guidance for the planning and conduct of Improvised Explosive Device Disposal (IEDD) on multi-national operations.Following National ratification in Jun 10 it is the intent of the EOD WG to review STANAG 2370 against all related C-IED STANAGs for uniformity particularly in the area of terminology. 
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EOD Lessons Learnt Process

 Led by Spain on the TTP Panel
 The EOD LL Team have researched 

access protocol to NATO LL databases
 Identified some 36 LL’s that are EOD 

relevant 
 Address national access issues 
 Distribute to National POCs for review
 Group discussion
 Implementation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A requirement was identified for a Lessons Learnt Team to focus on C-IED/EOD related information that should be shared amongst allies to improve interoperability.Key LL will now be identified by individual national EOD WG delegations along with the EOD CoE in SVK to be presented for review and action where required on a 6 monthly cycle at EOD WG meetings.   
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EOD Information Management System and 
Analysis Tools

 Study underway to identify the 
requirement 

 Review the requirement against 
current systems both NATO and 
national level

 Identify a way forward measured 
against existing individual 
national security constraints 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With the development of an EOD Centre of Excellence in Slovakia there exists an associated requirement to ensure the information that flowing into and out of it can be managed and accessed effectively and efficiently.  Additionally, the inter-relationship between the EODTIC and the COE in terms of information sharing compatibility also needs to be understood.  Therefore there is a review currently underway to look at this whole issue and come up with a way forward that is acceptable to all interested parties.
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Identification and Disposal of Surface 
and Air Munitions

 STANAG 2369 - AEODP-6 (B) 
was promulgated in Dec 09

 Clears the way for the 
distribution by the US of the 
NATO EOD Publication Sets 
(NEPS)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
STANAG 2369, which covers AEODP-^ had been held up during the ratification process.  The issue was addressed at the mid-term panel meeting last Sept and the STANAG was subsequently promulgated in Dec 09.  This has ceared the way for for the release of NEPs.  NEPS is a comprehensive ordnance identification and RSP package based largely on US data and so represents a very useful tool that is now available to all WG participating nations. .
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Summary 

 Standardisation & Interoperability are the enablers 
to NATOs delivery of effect.

 The EOD WG’s Relationship & Interaction with the 
C-IED WG needs to be developed.

 EOD WG priorities are focused on the delivery of 
theatre effect:
 Development of joint operations IEDD capability
 Broadening of EOD EW capability.
 Search. 
 Effective use of information.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In respect to Standardisation, the EOD WG is in there, a small but important cog in a sizeable organisation doing its best to drive forward the issues that will enhance interoperability.The most recent WG on the block is the C-IED WG and it is here than we both need to determine how best to marshal and focus our efforts to deliver coherent effect. Already work is going on at doctrinal level and particularly in the unexciting but important field of Terminology.Resources are limited and so it is beholden on the WG to identify that work which will most deliver in the CoE and priorities accordingly. 
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Questions?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gentlemen, that concludes my presentation, I suspect you have had enough of NATOs efforts in the EOD arena and I am sure you have had more than enough of listening to me, but I will be happy to take your questions should you have them, remembering that it is the apprentice and not the master that you are asking.Thank you.
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